"Oh no baby what is you doing?" literally, everyone, asked Bella Thorne after seeing her latest Instagram photo —
and while she appeared to be innocently promoting a detox drink in her sexy blue lace bra, many were quick to
notice that her lips appear rather large. So, did the former Disney star get plastic surgery?
Dr. Gary Goldenberg of Goldenberg Dermatology, who has never treated Bella, exclusively tells In Touch that
"there is no question that she had lip augmentation procedure done, likely with fillers. There is also no doubt that it's
overdone. Her lips are too big and the normal anatomy of her lips is distorted."

Her followers would totally agree, considering the pic's comment section is flooded with critical remarks such as
"What happened to you, Bella? Seriously," or "Them lip injections was a flop," and this gem, "Ahhh those lips
injections failed pretty bad."
However, there is a way to fix this, according to Dr. Goldenberg, who recommends "using hyaluronidase to melt the
filler and then using less product to reshape and volumize but not to such extent."
Bella Thorne has definitely been a hot topic of 2017, mostly because of her seemingly never-ending parade of male
suitors. From Gregg Sulkin, to Tyler Posey and Charlie Puth to Scott Disick — it's definitely been one crazy ride.
She recently opened up about why things didn't work out with the Keeping Up With the Kardashians star, which is
honestly her most interesting ~relationship~ to date.
"Scott is really nice, sweet, charming. I don't drink, and he really drinks a lot. And it just ended up...I just wasn't
down. I was like, 'I gotta leave,'" she revealed back in June. "I love to go out and have fun, I love to f--king dance,
but I just don't party hardcore like that, and it was way too much for me. I was like, 'Woah, this is not the way I live
my life, bruh.'"
We wonder if her new pout gives him Kardashian-Jenner vibes!

